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Alleged Assault
Against ONU
Student

Global Glimpses

G abrielle G a rre tt
Executive E ditor

•CHARLOTTE, North Carolina - FBI offi
cials in North Carolina say six Marines on ac
tive duty were arrested in a government sting
involving the alleged theft of military weap
ons.
Seven other people were also ar
rested on firearms and explosives charges in
Operation Longfuse," an investigation cen
tered at Camp Lejeune Marine Corps base in
N orth Carolina. Defense officials have said
they believe the stolen weapons included rifles,
machine guns and hand grenades.
•WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court to
day decided not to make it more difficult for
minors to have abortions in Louisiana.
Minors in Louisiana must have the
approval of a parent before an abortion, un
less they can convince a judge otherwise. A
law approved in 1995 would have given judges
more latitude in denying authorization for
such abortions..
But an appeals court rejected the
law in April and the high court decided not
to hear an appeal of that ruling.
•LO N D O N - A London newspaper says'the
duchess of York is begging for a royal
pardon.
The Sun says the duchess, best
known as Fergie, wrote a rambling, emotional
letter to Queen Elizabeth, as well as letters to
Prince Charles and Princess Anne.
The new spaper says Prince
Andrew’s ex-wife asked to be forgiven for any
embarrassment she might have caused the
royal family, apparently a reference to her freespending ways and incidents such as being
caught topless while a male friend sucked her
toes.
The Sun speculates that Fergie’s
letter-w riting campaign is an attem pt to
' 'w orm her way back into the royal family;”
•CH ICA G O -- The former Secret Service
agent who took a bullet for Ronald Reagan is
going to run for office. Tim McCarthy plans
to run for secretary of state in Illinois as a
Democrat;
The 48-year-old McCarthy is po
lice chief in the Chicago suburb of Orland
Park. McCarthy was severely wounded in
1981 when John Hinckley opened fire on
President Reagan outside a Washington ho
tel;
Reagan also was wounded but
credited McCarthy with stepping into the line
of fire. McCarthy spent 22 years in the Secret
Service.
J

Top Ten Senior Women (Photo By Marion Harrison)

Ten Women Chosen As
Homecoming Activities Begin

Janell W aid &
V alerie Bates
New s W riters
This week Seniors
picked the top ten females to
represent possible choices for the
1997 Homecoming Court. Se
niors voted Thursday and Friday
of last week during lunch to
choose the ten special women.
Each Senior could pick up to ten
females from the Senior class.
On Sunday, October 19, 1997,
the votes were tallied by WRA
members Jennifer Stohr, Vera
Dillard, Jaclyn Couch, and
Advisor Peggy Alsip.
The choices were made
and the ten seniors include
Heather Billington, a Psychol
ogy and Sociology Major from
Noblesville, IN; Christina
Burggraf, a Nursing Major from
Burke, VA; Kari Hoffman, a
Social W ork Major from
O ’Fallon, MO; Sarah Luginvill,
a Physical Education Major from

South Charleston, OH; Jodi
Newsham, an Engineer Major
from Bourbonnais, IL; Mindy
Pennington, a Biology Major
from Morenci; MI, Christa Pilat,
a. Family Consumer Science
Major, from Northville, MI;
Kirstyn Polmounter, a Elemen
tary Education Major from
Perry, MI; Richelle Schmidt, a
Psychology M ajor from
Valparaiso, IN; Jamie Schrock, a
Early Education Major from
Mishawaka, IN.
The next step is a
Junior/Senior vote for the top
five females and then a campus
wide vote for the Homecoming
Queen. Schmidt was surprised
by the outcome of last week’s
vote,“I felt honored to be elected
to the court. It was something I
wasn’t expecting. It is a privilege
.to be in a . group with these
ladies.”
Pennington also felt

surprised at the outcome. She
stated, “I was surprised and
honored that the student body
would even think to vote for
me.
Shannah French, WRA
President gave a quick definition
for Coronation, “The ceremony
where the Homecoming queen is
crowned,” according to WRA
president Shannah French. It is
when the top five candidates of
the senior class are presented and
then one is crowned queen.
Billington commented,
“My first reaction was ‘What?
Really!’. I was reminded of
Proverbs 31:30 and know that if
true praise is given to women
that fear the Lord, then there are
a lot more than 10 women
worthy of honor. I am thankful
for this privilege.”
Coronation will take
place on November 6, 1997 in
Chalfant Hall.

Allegations against four Olivei
freshmen accused of criminal sexual
assault continue, as a grand jury
postponed hearing the case on Friday,
October 17.
The charges against the four
will be evaluated at the next meeting of
the Kankakee County grand jury two
weeks from now on the 31.
Allegations stem from an
October 2 incident when a female
resident alleged that the four freshmen
sexually assaulted her after driving her
to a location off campus. The woman
stated that she had voluntarily
accompanied a O N U male to a van
parked on campus with the intention
of leaving. Here, the two were joined
by three other resident males of whom
she knew one and recognized the
others as O N U students.
The alleged victim stated that
she was forced to perform sex acts with
all of the men and had intercourse with
at least one of them.
Police became aware of the
incident when the woman went to St.
Mary’s Hospital on Friday, October 3
to be examined. At this time Olivet
was made aware of the situation and
asked by the police to remain passive
until preliminary investigations could
be completed. When the four men
returned to campus late Sunday and
early Monday morning, they were
arrested.
Bourbonnais police said that
there were no weapons involved in the
incident, “[but] she felt that she had no
options other than to comply.” ^ t
4 The students were released
on Wednesday, October 8 and were
asked to leave campus immediately
which they did.
Assault Continued on page 2

News 2
H e a th e r S trous
N ews W riter

Board Grants $58,000 For Expansion
and improvement

Dr. John Bowling pre, sented his antjual report to the
Board of'Trustees on Septem
ber 30.
“[The meeting] was a
-time of reporting to the broad
and of planning... to raise funds
for the capital campaign,” said
Bowling.
- Academic Affairs up
dates included the noting of
strong enrollment in the divi
sion of religion.
The division of Social
Science received full accredita
tion from the Council of Social
Work on Social Education for
Olivet’s bachelor’s level pro
gram in social work.
An Olivet team of stu
dents from the Department of
Business won the “Students in
Free Enterprise Competition”
and advanced to nationals.
Three new faculty

G

joined the Division of Educa
tion. The division also spon-l
sored Olivet’s first Teacher’s
Day and restructured the Mas
ter of Arts in Education De
gree.
A grant of $58,000 for
the expansion and improve
m ent of the Division of
Nursing’s Learning Resource
Center was received. The nurs
ing degree completion program
will soon be available off site.
A new.faculty mem
ber was added to the engineer
ing program in the Division of
Natural Science.
“I am already sensing
the need for the University to
make a major commitment to
expand and improve the aca
demic space for this division,”
Said Bowling. “Reed Hall of
Science will soon need major
renovations...”.
The Division of Com
munication hired two new fac
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ulty members.
The Division of Fine
Arts also increased their faculty
by tw o. Professor Don
Reddick is the new acting
chairman, and Dr. Jeff Bell is
serving as a professor of mu
sic.
The university’s fi
nancial status was also dis
cussed. “Olivet remains finan
cially strong with an increase
in net assets for the year end

“Reed H a titf S c ij
ence w ill soon need
m ajor
re n o v a 
tio n s ,.*
Dr. John Bowling
ing June 30,1997, of $1.2 mil
lion,” said Bowling.
. The operating budget
for this year is approximately
$32 million. ■
Bowling believes that
in order for Olivet to remain
financially healthy, three
trends must be addressed - the
percentage of the operating
budget spent for capital, the increasing level of unfunded
scholarships and an ever-grow
ing number of employees.
“We have taken steps
to modify these trends to keep
us in balance for the future,”
said Bowling.
University Relations
was another highlighted topic.
“We have seen a significant in
crease in alumni giving from
$555,442 in 1994-1995 to

$1,315,087 in 1996-1997,” he
the operating budget..., continu
said.
ing to strengthen our enroll
The number of indi
ment..., strengthening the role
vidual donors also rose by 449.
of W ONU in promoting the
This past fiscal year,
university and boosting our en
twenty-four new scholarships
rollment and redefining the spe
totaling $414,065 were added
cific plans for the capital devel
to the O N U Foundation. “It
opment program,” he said.
was a record year for fund-rais
Bowling has a positive
ing by the Foundation,” said
outlook for the coming year.
Bowling.
“We have a great year ahead of
The largest single gift
us, and I am confident that “he
in the history of the univer
who began a good work in you
sity, $1.25 million forthe capi
in 1907 [the year Olivet was
tal campaign was donated by
founded] will carry it on in 1997
the Weber family of Flint,
and beyond to completion unMichigan. Their four children
. til the day of Christ Jesus,” he
are Olivet graduates.
v
said.
The University Rela
tions division is also respon
sible for the tenth annual pre
sentation of the Maggie Sloan
Crawford Award, given to “an
outstanding woman in honor
O ctober 1 ,1 9 9 7
of our first graduate,” said
Bowling. Supreme Court Jus
The front page photo anti
tice Sandra Day O ’Connor is
the
photo on page three
the recipient and the guest
were
incorrectly attrib
speaker in chapel on October
uted They were taken by
29.
Andrew Sears.
Bowling gave an up
date from the Office of Admis
sions as well. “The en
rollment this fall stands at
2,295 students,” he said.
“This is an increase over
last year and represents a
record enrollment forthe
university.” .
He concluded
by providing a list of
'H ie A rm y c a n h e lp yo u g e t
a n e d g e on c o lle g e e x p e n s e s
goals for the 1997-1998
in ju st tw o y e a rs .
academic year.
W h en you enlist a n d qualify
“The Adminis
fo r a c e rta in skill, y o u co u ld
trative Team and I are
b e c o m e elig ib le fo r th e M o n t
g o m e r y C.l Bill p lu s th e A rm y
committed to fine tuning

Assault Continued from page 1 stated President John
Bowling.
Disciplinary action has
The school is not
been taken for all who are under any current legal
involved with the situation. action.
Upon return from fall break,
In attempting to
the four freshmen, who all avoid instances such as this
admitted to having consensual in the future, the school is
sex with the woman, were reviewing security issues.
suspended indefinitely and have
B o w 1 i- n g
all disenrolled.
added,"We’re working
“We are trying to hard to assure constituents
move on with the work of the and students and answer as
university and why we’re here many questions and we
and learn from this situation,” can.”
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News 3
Maggie Sloan and Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor
Rachelle Potts
N ew s W riter
Sandra
Day
O ’Connor will be coming to
Olivet Nazarene University
on October 29th to receive
the Maggie Sloan Crawford
Award. While this may be
interesting, many of you may
wonder, what is the Maggie
Sloan Crawford Award, and
who was she?
Maggie Sloan was a
young woman of deep spiri
tual faith and unusual intellec
tual capacity.
She also
struggled, unreservedly, com
mitting her life to God’s will
and purpose. After realizing
that God was not calling her
to be a “normal” teacher but
rather a minister, Maggie
Sloan attended newly orga
nized theological schools in
Texas, Iowa, and finally
Olivet.
Maggie graduated
from Olivet in 1910 as first
graduate. She married James

Crawford, and they were
ordained as ministers in the
Church of the Nazarene.
Because
of the legacy
Maggie Sloan left
as a G odly
woman, her four
sons set up the
Maggie Sloan
Crawford Award
to honor women
of exemplary,
Godly character,
and who has
achieved extraor
dinary things in
their discipline.
Yvonne
Chalfant, Direc
tor of Donor Re
lations, said, “It is
an opportunity
for us to bring
extraordinary women to our
campus to show our students
what they can accomplish.”
Past recipients of the

Maggie Sloan Crawford Award
include Elizabeth Dole, in
1986, Shirley Dobson, in 1987,

Gloria Gaither, in 1990, and
Joni Eareckson Tada is the
latest recipient in 1996. This
award is usually given annually
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and is supported by the
Crawford family.
This year Olivet will
honor Justice Sandra Day
O ’Connor. Justice O ’Connor
was born on March 26, 1930,
in, El Paso, Texas. She was
raised, in the summers, on her
families 162,000 acre ranch,
and during the school year by
her grandmother in El Paso,
where she attended school.
O ’Connor’s mother did not
want her daughter to lack
anything, educationally, just
because their home was iso
lated from the rest of the
world.
Justice O ’Connor
graduated from high school at
the age of 16 and headed off to
Stanford. She earned a degree
in economics with great
distinction, and a law degree.
In 1952 she married
John O ’Connor, who was also
a lawyer, and together they
had three sons. Because of her
husband’s job with the United
States Army, they moved to
Germany where she worked
as civilian attorney for the
Army. In 1957 they returned
to civilian life and settled in
Phoenix, Arizona, and pri
vate law practice.
From 1965-69 she
was the Assistant Attorney
General of Arizona until she
was appointed to the State
Senate in 1969. While in the
Senate, she was the Majority
Leader from 1973-1974. She
was Maricopa County Supe
rior Court Judge from 19751979, and a judge for the
Court of Appeals from 19791981.
In 1981, President
Ronald Reagan appointed
Sandra Day O ’Connor to the
United States Supreme Court
as the first female justice, to
replace retiring Justice Potter
Stewart. Justice O ’Connor
was confirmed to the bench
by a 99-0 vote.
Olivet is proud to
annoucnce Sandra Day
O ’Connor as the 1997 recipent
of the Maggie Sloan Crawford
Award.

Back to Nature
C h ris B uckm an &
Steve B arrick
N ew s W riters
It seems as if at every
corner you turn, another fa
mous person has died. Another
such death occurred on Octo
ber 12, 1997, when recording
artist John Denver died in a lone
plane crash in Monterrey, Cali
fornia. John Denver had been
long time supporter of environ
mental causes, with much of his
music being oriented towards
conservation and nature.
Perhaps one of h
greatest endeavors was raising
public awareness to protect the
earth. Denver founded The
W indstar Foundation, dedi
cated to inspiring responsible
actions in support of a peaceful
future and a sustainable envi
ronment, and Plant-It 2000,
foundation dedicated to plant
ing, maintaining and protecting
trees around the world. He was
also on the advisory boards of
several environmental organiza
tions, including Greenpeace and
Friends of the Earth.
W hen D enver was
asked what one person can do
to help the environment, he re
sponded, “If each one of us fol
lows our heart and our own
inclinations we will find the
small things that we can do and
together we will come up with
enough to create a sustainable
future and a healthy environ
ment.” It was sayings like this,
and other words of wisdom that
made John Denver not only fa
mous, but effective. He spoke
words that made one think and
encouraged many that one per
son can make a difference
afterall, he did. We can either
live in a world that is changed
by others while we sit on the
sidelines, or we can live in a
world we change ourselves, in
the ways we want to see it
changed. John Denver knew
tow he wanted to see the earth,
and he did something about it.!
He was also able to let -others
see how they wanted to change
the world, not only through his
music, but through his actions

■

News 4
Security Issues Bombard the Campus
H e a th e r K in zin g er
N ew s W riter_______
First in a series o f reports on
campus security; next issue:
the changing environment over
the years at O livet-from those
who have seen it first-hand
If it were up to Matt
Whitis, disgust over a parking
ticket would not be the sole
thrust of his conversations
with students.
“I’ve been here two
years and what I’m really
trying to do is get a better
rapport and communication
with the students,” Olivet’s
manager of safety and security
said. “There hasn’t been that in
the past. The only time they
come to see me or my
predecessor is when they are
mad about a parking ticket.”
Though not directly
concerning on-campus secu
rity, the recent allegations of
sexual assault have reestab
lished for Olivet officials the
importance of improving and
ensuring students’ safety on
campus. It is a responsibility,
Whitis stresses, that does not
solely rest with the university.

Students Beware

nience for safety when we do
“Security and safety security issues before they
become
things
that
are
this
type of thing.”
on campus is everybody’s
Other plans include a
issue-it’s not only mine, it’s concern to [people].”
With that in mind,
possible security newsletter
[Dean Webb], it’s ASC, it’s the
students-it’s everybody’s prob precautions include seminars educating and addressing the
lem,” Whitis said. “We can’t be on campus safety conducted by concerns of students about
everywhere. It’s everybody’s the Kankakee County Center personal and campus safety and
a revised application for admis
responsibility to take it seri Against Sexual Assault and the
Bourbonnais police (one is sion that more clearly states the
ously.”
scheduled for the late fall or
objectives and mission of the
But as a player in that
responsibility, Olivet is taking early spring semester), discus university.
Olivet officials agree
a proactive role, Presi
that students cannot
dent Bowling said.
be naive.
Reported Incident Statistics
“We have an
“I think that students
ongoing security pro
For O N U
are a bit too relaxed
gram and dialogue,” he
about their own safetyIncident Type
said. “We try not just
1995 1996
-not only on campus,
to be just reactive-we
Assault/Battery
l
2
but off campus as
Burglary
-2
do react when there’s a
' 2:"/
Burglary,"Vehicle
well,”
Webb said.
6
5
problem-but I think
Criminal Damage to Property2
' ;
“That is an issue with
that parents and stu
Disorderly Conduct
0
. 2'V
young people wher
dents have a rightful
Domestic
Violence
1
■1
ever they are-whether
expectation that we
Homicide
0
0 \
they’re in college, or
would be thinking,
Robbery
0
0
working. That is an
working to keep Olivet
Sexual Assault
0
0
issue that everyone
a safe, secure place. We
Theft, Auto
. 0
.:o
.
faces.”
have a very fine record,
Theft, over $300
2 .
2 .
Whitis echoed Webb’s
but there are no guaran
thoughts.
tees on this campus or
“[Students] are too
any place. O ur position is to
sions with groups of students, complacent, thinking that
try to be proactive, to try to
nothing’s going to happen
anticipate, to try to take care of published information in the
security handbook, and physi here,” he said. “But you can’t
cal campus improvements. Be have that attitude.... We’re not
fore the end of the semester,
in that type of atmosphere
JanettW aid
Bowling said, additional light where you have to be totally
News Writer
as the weather holds out.
ing in parking lots and other on-guard, but that’s not to say
Homecoming week-';
Matt Whitis, Direc
dark areas will be installed.
you have to have no guard.”
end is just around the com er,' to r of Security, will open up
And by next semester,
Whitis just hopes that
and according to Brian Parker, Wiser field as long as there is
custom-ordered security doors
he starts hearing more from
Director of Alumni Relations, no rain parking will not be a|
for each resident hall will be students than the occasional
the school is expecting around problem. If there is rain, they:
fixtures. Students’ personal
gripe about a parking fine.
2,000 Alumni and friends to be : will be usingChalfaat, Larsen,
room keys would unlock only
“I don’t hear their
at Homecoming this year.
Ludwig and any other park- ;
their resident hall door. Off- concerns.... I’m trying to get
That leaves precious ■ ing that is available. Whitis
campus visitors and visitors
them to come to me. They can
few parking spots for the commented that there has?
from other dorms would have come and see me anytime they
estimated 2,(XX) thousand stu only been one year rhat
to use a telephone in the dorm
want,” he said. “The security
dents that are already here at something like that - had
breezeway to call the person
department is here for the
Olivet. Security has a plan in happened. W m
they want to see.
Such
students-not solely for the
mind for the extra few, as long
improvements, Olivet officials students, but we are here for
insist, were discussed in late them to help them in whatever
August-early September- be they need. Don’t hesitate to
fore the October 2 incident.
come to us.... Sometimes it’s
And as Dean Webb suggested, just as simple as if you have a
the improvements, already com gut feeling that something’s
400 N . Kennedy Driver
municated to the Associated wrong, give us a call; we can
Bradley. IL 60915
Students Council, may come at check it out.”
the cost of convenience. “It
Students that are in
gives less access to non-ONU
terested in being escorted to
<8IS) 939-7799
students to the resident halls on
their vehicles or dorms after
the inter-campus,” he said. “We
hours can call the Security
open 24 lM«ra—7 day* • «eck
realize that we exchange conve Office for assistance.

Parking At Homecoming

Riviera Tanning

Naz' News
Jason H a m m o n d
N ew s W riter
Here is an update on
some General Assembly Quick
Facts: Over 40,000 persons at
tended part of the Conventions
and/or Assembly. There were
1,028 delegates to général As
sembly. 800 of those were
from the US and Canada, with
280 from other w orld areas.
The Nazarenes rented 35,000
rooms in San A ntonio and
spent a whopping $40,000,000!
There were 6 languages into
which plenary session were in
terpreted - Spanish, Portuguese,
French,'Chinese, Japanese and
K orean.
O N U ’s own
Kunitoshi Sakai interpreted the
meetings into his native lan
guage of Japanese, and Prof,
and Mrs. Lovett translated for
the French speaking countries.
Some o th er latebreaking news is that on Sep
tember 26, Russian President
Boris Yeltsin signed into law a
highly controversial religion
bill recognizing the Russian
O rth o d o x C hurch as the
country’s pre-eminent religion
and limiting the activities of
other religious groups.
Commenting on the
latest development, the Church
of the Nazarene’s Eurasia re
gional director Franklin Cook,
said, “Please continue to pray
for the developments in Russia
on the Law for Religious Free
dom. Some aspects of the law
would be very restrictive and
difficult, but we believe that
prayer changes things. Pray
that God will intervene in ac
cordance with His will and pur
pose for the Russian people.”
The bill is com pli
cated and confusing, and at this
point, the potential effect on
the Church of the Nazarene in
Russia is not known. May we
as the Olivet community of
faith rally to the cause and pray
daily for the church in Russia.

News 5
Surviving Payback Time: Managing Your Student Loans
C olleen D e Baise
CPS
So, you're able to afford
college right now thanks to a pile
of student loans that someday
must be paid back. -But someday
is a long way away, so why
worry? Right?
Wrong. Some students
compare their mounting student
loan debts to a ticking time bomb
and imagine life after graduation
living in a dump, eating peanut
butter'sandwiches every night
and dodging creditors. Maneka
Wade, a Northwestern Univer
sity junior, says she expects to be
$20,000 in the hole come gradua
tion.
"I'm very worried about
paying it back," she says. "My
mother won't be able to help me
at all. And if I decide I need a car,
that's several thousand more dol
lars of debt right there. "She
pauses, then adds: "I'm terrified
actually. I try not to think about
it."
When it comes to con
cern about student loans, Wade
is not alone: more college stu
dents than ever are digging them
selves deeper into debt with each
passing year. In 1996, more than
50 percent of all U.S. students
borrowed money to pay for their
undergraduate or graduate educa
tion. And while the fear of pay
back is real, there's plenty stu
dents can do to prepare for the
big day when the grace period
dries up.
Here are a few hints:
Keep track of which
lending institutions retain your
loan and hold onto the paper
work.
"No. 1, keep whatever
documents, paperwork, letters
that come from whomever is
holding yopr student loan," says
Robin Leonard, an attorney and

they'll have to start paying," she
Double check each
co-author of "Take Control of
says.
year to make sure you know
Your Student Loans," recently
While computer and
when payback of your loans
published by Nolo Press.
engineering
majors might face
start.
Students
most
often-but
The paper trail is help
a
friendly
job
market, not all
not
always-can
defer
their
pay-1
ful when it comes to figuring
graduates
will
be
so lucky. "The
ments
until
graduation,,
some
out the status of your loansthing called "in-school defer truth is that most people get
such as how much you owe and
ting out of college aren't getting
ment."
what your interest rate is, she
those jobs in the first year," she
But whether you're a
says. Not to mention, the pa
says. "Generally they're not
freshman
preparing
for
sopho
perwork is a good record of ex
rolling in the bucks."
more
year,
or
a
senior
planning
actly which lending institution
Students might want
to go to graduate school,
is
holding
your
. to talk with financial
loans."You always want
aid advisers about
to know who is holding
More college students than ever methods of repayment.
your loan," Leonard says.
"If you can't afford re
"Anytime you need to
are
digging
themselves
deeper
payment,
there are lots
contact them, you've got
of
other
options for
to know who holds your
into debt with eachpassingyear.
people to keep in
loans."
In 1996, more than 90 percent mind," Leonard says.
You may think,
"Figure out a way to
"Hey, no problem." But
o f all U S. students borrowed make
the payment do
by the time you graduate,
able."
money
to
pay
fo
r
their
under
the hometown bank
T ry to bor
from which you took out
graduate or graduate education. row only enough
your student loan may no
money to cover tu 
longer be the lending in
"you're not automatically en ition. Don't borrow the maxi
stitution holding it.
mum amount just because you
titled to an in-school deferment
That's not as much of
just
because
you're
continuing
a concern for students who bor
Anne Stockwell, au
on in school," Leonard says.
rowed their money through the
thor
of
"The
Guerrilla Guide to
"And
sometimes
in-school
de
government's Direct Student
ferments only applies to stu Mastering Student Loan Debt,"
Loan program. Under direct
dents who are in school full says many student borrowers
lending, the federal government
are confused as to how much
time. You've got to find out
makes loans directly available to
they are sinking into debt, she
what
constitutes
in-school
defer
students through their colleges.
says.
ment."
"With direct lending,
Melissa Morris, a firstWhile college seniors
there's no real question. The
year law student at University
might face an uncertain future
loans are always going to be held
of Toledo, says she was wary
after graduation, they should
hy the Department of Educa
about taking out loans for law
make sure they know when
tion," says Leonard. "For some
school but knew it was the only
their grace period ends, Leonard
one whose loans are not
way she could afford to go.
advise! How long your grace
through the direct lending pro
Morris
says she was careful
period
lasts,
and
whether
or
not
gram, the holder of the loans
about borrowing only enough
you even have one, depends on
may change. [If you borrowed
to cover tuition.
the type of loan you have.
your money through a bank],
"One of the problems
College seniors should
the bank will probably sell it to
I've seen with people is that
start planning now for loan rethe secondaryfinancial market."
they get their loans, think they
payments-even while you're in
One of the biggest companies in
have all this extra money, then
school.
College
seniors
"prob
the secondary financial market,
spend it on things they would
ably want to start thinking
for instance, is the Student Loan
not normally buy and is not
about budgeting and really start
Marketing Association, or Sallie
what the
thinking about how much
Mae.

money was intended to be used
for," she says.
M orris says she
worked two jobs during the
summer and has a part-time job
during the school year so she
can pay for non-school related
expenses, such as the occasional
dinner out.
Take a pro-active role
in the loan process. Stockwell
says more students need to
thoroughly understand the ins-,
and-outs of their student loans.
She suggests that students take
a more pro-active role in the
loan process by taking the ini
tiative to call up the loan hold
ers with any questions they
don't have answers to.
All too often, student
b orrow ers end up leaving
School without a clear idea of
what they've gotten themselves
into, as evidenced by an Ameri
can C ouncil on Education
study of frequently asked ques
tions to two major student loan
companies.
Questions included:
"You mean I have to pay inter
est on my student loan?"; "Do
I have to pay you every
month?"; "I didn't know I had
to request a deferm ent.";
"What does 'unsubsidized'"
mean?"
"I know you may
have avoided learning very
much about y o u r loan,"
Stockwell says. "Big mistake.
It's your future, and it's worth
getting involved in."
Finally, Stockwell ad
vises students not to worry too
much. "You might feel all this
loan stuff is a little overwhelm- <
ing," Stockwell says. "But
you're not by yourself. You're
a member of one of the biggest
clubs in America."

College Athletics Finding Gender Equality A Good Thing
NEW YORK (CPS)--A recent
national poll suggests that Ameri
cans are catching on to the .con
cept of gender equity in'college
athletics.
Twenty-five years after
the passage of Title IX, the fed
eral law mandating equal treat-

ment, a CBS news poll found men s sports. .
86 percentof respondents said
That may come as a
they believed that financial sup suprise to critics of Title IX,
port for men's and women's j: who complain some campuses
sports program s should be have killed their football, wres
equal.
tling or men'sgymnastics pro
Seventy-seven percent- grams to provide the same num
said financial support should be ber of sports opportunities for
equal even if it meant cutting women and men.

In fact, only 18 percent
of men and 4 percent of women
said men's sports should receive
more money. Still, the major
ity of men and women admit
they regularly watch m en's
sports, but not women's. Just
30 percent of respondents said
they regularly follow women's

sports.
Also, the poll found 47
percent of respondents said col
lege sports jvere overempha
sized. This figure was higher
among college graduates--62
percent agreed college sports
were stressed too much.
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Chase Earns the Chance of a Lifetime
P ew Younger Scholar defeats highest academ ic challenge y e t
C h a rity W illard
O pinions E ditor
This past summer an
Olivet senior Debbie Chase
spent part of her vacation at
Notre Dame studying in the
Pew Younger Scholars Pro
gram. The program consists of
seminars for people who are
interested in rigorous aca
demic study and graduate
school preparation, Students
in the program pay for
nothing.
Books, housing,
food, travel and a living
stipend are provided.
Chase said that last
school year, she saw informa
tion about the program on a
bulletin board in the English
department. She thought it
sounded interesting and sent
the card in. She got more
information and learned more
about a seminar she thought
she would enjoy, so she
decided to apply.
She had to complete
an application, send a tran
script, have two letters of
recommendation, create a re
sume of academic achieve
ments as well as turn in a
writing sample. Four weeks
later, she found out she had
been accepted into the Pew

Younger
program.
The semin a r
Debbie
studied
was in the
area of
wom en’s
studies
and was
en titled ,
“Contempo r a r y
Fem inist
Theory.”
Fem inist
P lR ts
Li t er ar y
T h e
course
dealt with female individual
ism and relations between the
individual and society,^ the
family, religion and culture.
Besides the opportu
nity to study this subject
under experts in the field,
Chase chose to participate in
this program because she
thought it would give her a
taste of what graduate school
would be like. She recently
began to consider graduate
school when she made the

page paper
due at the
end of the
s e m e s te r.
She spoke
of the tenth
floor of the
N o t r e
Dame sentim en t a l l y
w h e n
speaking
about the
paper she
w rote ■on
feminist
themes in
El i z a b e t h
G a s k e l l ’s
(Photo by Marion Harrison)
North and
South and Edith Wharton’s
decision to apply to the
House of Mirth. “It was a lot
program. With the kind of
more work than I ever
workload she was expected to
expected. It was very challeng
keep up, she got her chance to
ing and competitive but at the
experience a taste of what
same time worth - every
further study would entail.
minute,” she said.
Debbie had to com
Another feature that
plete 200Q pages of reading
the program offered was
before she stepped onto the
informing the students in
campus of Notre Dame. When
depth about graduate school
she got there, she was told that
and application processes. Ev
her first paper would be due the
ery Wednesday, they would
next day. She was responsible
get together and devote time to
for three papers and- one 3040

things such as putting together
a
strong graduate school
application and picking the
right graduate school.
Debbie with her aca-"
demic experiences had the
chance to become friends with
students from other Christian
universities from all over the
country. She said that her
seminar of seven women were
very close knit for those three.
weeks. She still keeps in touch
with some of them and is going
to visit her roommate during
the program at Taylor Univer
sity next month. The group
was able to spend a day at the
Indiana Dunes and the last day
in Chicago. Besides these two
day trips, there were several of
pizza outings and late night
cheesecakeindulgences:
Chase pointed out
that the main purpose of Pew
Younger is to promote Chris
tian Scholarship and put Chris
tians in a position to compete
seriously in top level graduate
programs. From what she
stated, it did just that. She said
that she would recommend it
to anyone-especially if they are
considering graduate school.

Dear Doctor Kno
dr. Kno,

i probability of a test. Little
My fiancé and I just
son, don’t let this test get you
began the MAC (Mentor A
down. If the love that you and
Couple) program. We were
your fiancé have is strong
administered a personality test. : enough for each other, than
We just got back the results of
no obstacle is too difficult to
the test which shows that we
get through. Just always
have completely conflicting : remember that open commu
personalities. We know that
nication and open ears are key
we love each other, but this,
to the survival of a relation
calls into question whether she
ship. Congratulations on your
and Fare really meant to be
engagement. Good luck.
together. What do you think?
frustrated Fred
dr. Kno,
Fred,
My girlfriend and I
Tests prove nothing.
broke up over the summer,
An actual feeling of love : but I can’t stop thinking about
should not be run by the
her. I tried dating other girls,

but when school began,! saw
her everywhere 1 went. What
I to do?
Jerked-aroundJay

Jay,

;

You spineless, spa
ghetti back whimp. Get a grip.
Stuff happens. Relationships
come and they go. Don’t
revolve your life around this
one person. Just pick-up the
pieces of your shattered life
and move on. I just hope that
she doesn’t know that it was
you who sent me this letter.
Because if she ever finds out,
she’ll have you in a tight grip.

dr. Kno,
My roommate is driv
ing me crazy. We were good
friends last year, but living
together is driving me insane.
What should I do?
Nuts in Nesbitt
: Nuts,
Before you start mov
ing in with people you might
try to get to know them first.
Ask around. This way you
save yourself from future
problems. As for your room
mate, just tell her. Don’t beat
around the bush. A lot of
times, it is better just to be

friends rather than living
together.
Just a word from th e doctor:
Chances are that if the
crossing rails of a railroad are
down and flashing RED...,
there is probably a train
coming. Look, out for the
flashing lights of your life. If;
something looks strange,
D O N ’T GO! Don’t try and
make a run for it thinking that
everything will be okay. You
might wind up getting run
over. You can also save
yourself a lot of embarrass
ment from individuals saying
how stupid you
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What's ASC Doing For You?
The sky is the lim it
Jaclyn Couch
Features E ditor
If there were more
space than a column to write,
I could say maybe half of what
ASC is doing at this moment.
Thus far, activities that ASC
has participated in or orga
nized has been the topic of
this colum n, but there is
much more to this body of
students. There are issues stu
dents question daily that are
being confronted, along with
larger and more serious top
ics that are arising.
Every other Wednes
day at 8:30 p.m., Associated
Student Council has a meet
ing to discuss issues at hand.
In the meeting on October 8,
ASC definitely had th eir
hands full. From Off Campus
Students A ssociation to
Olivetians For Life, our gov

erning student body had many
discussions and rulings to
make.
OCSA co-presidents
James Hutton and Joe Reary,
vice president Tara Mathers,
and faculty advisor Professor
LaReau addressed their posi
tion on needing an elected seat
on ASC. Along with this, they
would like to be notified of
policy changes and would like
inform ation on how the
school’s money is spent. Off
Campus Students Association
feels underrepresented and
wants a voice on campus. Af
ter much discussion between
the officers of OCSA and ASC,
it was decided to table the is
sue and assign it to a specific
committee to look into fur
ther.
Within ASC are four
committees that look at every
day problems on Olivet’s cam

pus. Each committee meets
separate from the council meet
ing, which saves time for the
council as a whole. Just a few
of the topics are extension of
library hours and Ludwig
hours, more student involve
ment in chapel, and ASC club
involvement in Olivet’s host
ing of the NAIA volleyball
tournament.
Included in the Octo
ber 8 meeting’s events was the
addition of Olivetians For Life
as a club sponsored by ASC.
Olivetians For Life is an orga
nization that promotes rights
of the unborn child with the
club’s primary focus being edu
cation. Katie Lewis, president
of the club, offered a list of ac
tivities the club was responsible
for last year and submited a let
ter stating their desire to be
come a club under the ASC
umbrella. Along with this,

were letters from four profes
sors stating that they were also
in favor of the club being ASC
sponsored.
In consideration of re
cent incidents around campus,
more students have become
concerned about safety. ASC
and the administration have al
ready begun work on this issue.
Within the next month, stu
dents may begin to see changes
in front doors on dormitories
and changes in lock-up proce
dures. Details have not been es
tablished, but plans are in the
works.
Needless to say, the
students’ elected officials are
working on assisting every stu
dent on Olivet’s campus. Be
cause they are here to listen to
the students’ concerns, please,
don’t leave it to someone else
to address these. Take a stand.
Let your thoughts be known.

Survey Says:
Once again, your Fea
tures Editor brings to you the
voice of the student body. This
issue’s respondents were sighted
in Ludwig, tied to a table, and
had their eyelashes plucked
until they gave me answers.
(Makes you really want to be
my friend, huh?) The question
asked may not be of such great
importance that the world will
stop turning, but it will at least
make one think.
In light of having one
of the most beloved and
respected women of our time,
Sandra Day O ’Connor, speak
ing in chapel October 30, it
seemed appropriate to inquire
about chapel speakers and
students’preferences. The ques
tion for Issue 3‘s Survey Says
column is: If you could pick
anyone in history to speak in
chapel, who would it be and
why? (Attention Chaplain
Bray: If you are reading this,
please take note.)

-I woul like to hear Collin
Powell. He’s a solid leader not
only for the country, but for
our youth because he sets a
standard for good morals and
ethics:
Curt Fiedler
Sophomore
-Someone who had fairly
significant religious impor
tance was Peter. N ot only was
he the first real leader of the
church, he’s probably the best
role model, with the exception
of Jesus. I think Peter was
more perfect in his walk than
any of his church leaders. Even
though he did have shortcom
ings, he actively tried to
overcome them.
Phil McHale
Junior
-I would have to say Jesus, for
obvious reasons. Actually, I’d
like Hitler to be there also for a
debate.
Shelby Moore
Senior

-I would want to hear Abraham
Lincoln. The man’s integrity
cannot be matched.
Scott Armstrong
Junior
-I would like to hear Justice
Thurgood Marshall, I feel like he
helped end 70 years of institu
tionalized segregation.
Shanda Spurlock
Senior
-I would most like to have
Martin Luther King Jr. as a
speaker just because he’s a
powerful speaker and a great
man.
Amanda Austin
Freshman
-It’d be great to have Bill Cosby
because maybe we’d get some
free pudding.
Christal Whitman
Senior
-Jesus would be the perfect
speaker. I think people would be
really surprised at what he had to
say. His teachings are really
straight forward. I don’t think

he’d say what they’d expect
him to say.
Jeff Stackert
Senior
-I would want John Wesley
because he is one of the most
dynamic spiritual leaders of all
time. I think our school needs
the heart for holiness that He
had.
Brad Bullard
Junior
-I would like to hear Dr.
Dalton. He’s an awesome
speaker, and he speaks from
tbe heart.
Erika Upchurch
Freshman
-I would be interested in
hearing from Emily Dickinson.
I wonder how she would
handle her success in today’s
society because when she died,
she felt she was not widely
published.
Dr. Sue Williams
English professor

Associated Student
Council President
.

Brandon Williams

Can you Feel
the Love?
As you read my
articles in this paper you
may ask, “As a group of
elected students, what is
ASC doing for me?” Our
job is to be the liason
between the administration
and the students.
To accomplish
this, we do many different
things. O ur year started last
summer after the elections.
Over the summer, we
worked with the administra
tion to extend hours for
open dorms.
At the beginning
of the school year, ASC
i*sponsored the Caedmon’s
' Call concert during Ollies
Follies weekend.
Currently, we are
working on many projects,
the biggest item being added
security to the dorms. As a
result of ASC's work with
Dean Webb's office, new
locks and several new doors
have been ordered for the
dorms. When these are
installed, everyone will have
to use their room key to
enter the living area of the
dorms where the are rooms.
Lounges will still be open to
>everyone, but no longer will
just anyone be able to roam
the halls. Granted, this does
take away the ease of getting
in your own dorm, but we
feel the added security is
more important.
Another goal of
this year’s ASC is to make
the students more aware of
what we are dealing with.
Every meeting of ASC is
open to anyone. O ur next
meeting is November 5 at
8:30 p.m. in Ludwig Confer
ence B &C.
Another plan to
increase communication to
students is for ASC to have a
bulletin board outside the
cafeteria where we will list
upcoming issues and events.;
O ur goal is that
every student will know
what ASC is doing for them!
Hugs and Kisses.
Brandon
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CPA: What's the Point?
Anxiety arises as midterms approach
H e a th e r S tro u s
Features W riter
What’s the point in
worrying about your grade
point? GPAs (grade point
averages) are a major factor in
the job and graduate school
application processes, but are
they the most important?
“I worry about GPA
a lot because I have academic
scholarships,” said senior el
ementary education major
T risha Cunningham.
She noted its signifi
cance in terms of possible
future employment. “I think
my first couple of jobs will be
based on that [GPA] because
I’ve had no other job experi
ence.”
Mary Anderson, ca
reer specialist, maintained that
every career field has different
criteria to meet. “Majors like
communication and sales place
more emphasis on personality.

Relating to people well is
more important than GPA in
those fields.”
David Means, the
district agent for Northwest
ern Mutual Life Insurance,
gave his opinion of the bearing
of GPAs in obtaining employ
ment. “GPA is definitely one
factor that is looked at. Real
world experience is more
significant, though,” he said.
Means said that em
ployers examine involvement
in internships, extracurricular
activities, how applicants have
handled adversity and ex
panded opportunities.
“We look for a track
record of success,” he said.
That record is not
based solely on the type of
experiences one has had either.
“In any job you have, whether
it’s flipping burgers or what
ever, you can take things away
from the business,” he said.

“Put a little extra in; we look
for people who attack chal
lenges.”
Those applying to
graduate school also must go
through an application pro
cess, and GPA is a component
in it as well.
“Grades are used to
separate the good from the
very good,” said Spencer
Barnard, Director of Aca
demic Services, Graduate and
Adult Studies at Olivet.
“... GPA is a good
indicator of performance,”
said Carol Maxson, Director
of Admissions and Assess
ment, Graduate and Adult
Studies at Olivet.
A study titled “Meta
analyzing the relationship be
tween grades and job perfor
mance” done by the Journal of
Applied Psychology in the
October 1996 issue questioned
that idea. “There are reasons

for caution when viewing the
GPA-job performance rela
tionship. First, there is little
theory to help understand
why grades predict job perfor
mance. Second, while grades
are more valid than previously
thought, they are not as valid
as other selection measures...
such as ability tests and
structured employment inter
views.”
Employment experi
ence is a prominent and
required aspect of becoming
admitted to graduate school as
well. “They’re expected to
work at a higher level here,”
said Maxson.
Sharon Harrier, a
graduate of Olivet with a
Bachelor of Science degree in
chemistry, understood the
value of a high grade point, but
said that employers place
emphasis on other things.
. “I think employers

look more at your degree than
your GPA,” she said. “The
school [Olivet] sets a standard
GPA for graduating. Just
graduating is enough to say
that you can learn and apply
yourself.”
Anderson, the career
specialist, suggested that those
with higher GPAs may have a
bit of an advantage, but she did
offer hope for those with less
than perfect grade points.
“That is not to say that people
with lower GPAs cannot get
jobs. You just have to market
other attributes you have
instead of GPA,” she said.
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Gassin Delivers Message of
Forgiveness to Russia
J a d y n C o u ch
Features E ditor
After spending the
summer of ‘94 in Russia, Dr.
Elizabeth Gassin, a professor
in the Psychology depart
ment, found her heart in
compassionate ministries lie.
It was this experience that led
her to the opportunity to
teach at the conference on
Christianity in Psychology.
The day after gradua
tion, Dr. Gassin boarded a
plane for St. Petersburg. There
she spent much of her summer
leading a workshop on for
giveness. She has led many
workshops on this subject.
Her emphasis was on interper
sonal forgiveness, which also
incorporated the forgiveness
of God. Moral development
has always been an area of
study that has interested her.
Oddly enough, Olivet
was hosting a Russian profes
sor for a semester right before

Gassin was to take her trip.
The visiting professor, Dr.
Golubeva, taught a language
skills class that Dr. Gassin was
able to visit. This was of great
assistance to her in learning a
few Russian phrases more
about their culture.
Something that she
found interesting about the
Russian culture as far as
education is concerned, is that
summer school is a new
concept there. She taught her
course on forgiveness in
Moscow during the eight
weeks that she was there. Two
students were in the class the
whole semester while others
would stroll into class late,
leave halfway through class.
They could not comprehend
an attendance policy.
Following this, she
went to Kline. While there she
lived in an Orthodox church
that had a program for
orphans. She spent some time

with the children and led a
discussion with them on for
giveness. She was surprised at
how the children knew the
“just right Sunday school
answers”. Although she spent a
small period-of time with the
orphans, most of her time was
spent working in the kitchen.
Gassin became quite skilled at
plucking eyeballs out of chick
ens. In spite of how
unglamorous it sounds, she
found all of her time there to be
very spiritually encouraging.
Dr. Gassin has every
intention of teaching in Russia
again through the summer of
1998. She feels that studying
abroad is something that all
students should experience at
least once in their lives.
“Naturally, so much of who we
are is conditioned by where we
live,” said Gassin. Through
studying in Russia, she has
learned that people, herself
included, are quick to assume

(Photo by Marion Harrison)
things of people simply be
cause it is standard in their
own culture.
Above all, Dr. Gassin
is thankful for her opportu-

nity to minister and to be
minstered to. God has used her
as a tool for ministry with
Olivet and Russian students
alike.
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Colleges Attempt to Combat Grade inflation
C ollege Press
Just like a nickel used
to buy a loaf of bread and a
movie cost a dollar, a C grade
, used to mean average.
“You should talk to
my dad about a ‘gentleman’s
C,’” says Suzy Avril, a
graduate student at t.he Univer
sity of Chicago, who, like her
father, did her undergraduate
work at Dartmouth Univer
sity in Hanover, N.H.
“Parents understood
Cs then,” she says. “Pushing
for As was for desperate
academics.”
It appears, however,
that those “desperate academ' ics” far outnum ber the
gentlefolk at Dartmouth these
days.. The mean grade-point
average has been creeping up
about 1/ 100th of a point each
year, says Thomas Bickel,
registrar at the Ivy League
school. In the 1992-1993 school
year, the mean GPA was 3.23;
now it’s 3.28.
Other schools show
similar ascents in grades. Lehigh
University in Bethlehem, Pa.,
sports an average GPA of 2.9,
up from 2.6 in 1972. At
Stanford, only 8 percent of
students in the 1992-1993
school year got Cs or Ds; no Fs
were given out that year.
The odd thing about
grade inflation is that it’s
happening when first, the
education system in this coun
try is in full crisis mode and
second, when ACT and SAT
tests aren’t rising along with'
grades. “That’s the definition
of grade inflation: when grades
go up over a period of time and '
the achievement grades repre
sent doesn’t go up accordingly,” says Perry Zirkel, a
professor in the education
department at Lehigh.
That’s precisely the
problem with grade inflation.
As and Bs are turning into the
kindergarten equivalent of gold
stars: Everyone gets one, so
they don’t mean much.
The problem is more

marked in the humanities than have ranked students on a
the hard sciences, eduators note. complicated scale that compared
“I’m. a math professor, and in their grades with the grades of
math there are right and wrong other students in the class; The
answers,” says Bickel. “Grading arts-and-science faculty rejected
humanities essays is much more the system, saying it was far too
subjective; there’s more room complicated to follow, says
for disagreement.’’
Geoffrey Mock of Duke’s news
Softer’ grading in hu service. Students complained,
manities classes sometimes lands too, he says, that it would create
English, history and other such competition and a disincentive
majors in trouble when they take for students to help each other.
science classes. An English major
At other schools, fac
once came to Gail Mahood, head ulty committees are retooling
of the geology and environmen report cards so they more clearly
tal sciences department at show a student’s achievements.
Stanford University, upset over a Four years ago, Dartmouth
B grade in Mahood’s introduc started listing the student’s
tory geology class.
grades, the median grade in the
“She thought it was class and the class size on report
terrible because in her depart cards.
ment, a B is mediocre,” Mahood
Because the Class of
recalls. “In my class, a B is* 1998 will be the first to have a full
perfectly fine.”
transcript with these grades,-it’s
Subjective grading aside, difficult to say what effect the
professors are hard-pressed to revised system will have on
explain the upward creep of students who en
GPAs nationwide, even at the ter the real world
best schools. Avril says a with the altered
professor once told her that transcript as their
students, especially those paying calling card. The
full freight tuition, expect sky- college plans to
high grades simply because they study the reac
pay sky-high tuition. Avril tions of graduate
blames “female socialization” schools, employ
for her own laissez-faire grading ers and other tran
system. “I feel I have a hard time script-users to see
being harsh,” she says. if the system is
Still others point to a working.
pack mentality. Zirkel points
• A ’ facl
out that at Lehigh, new teachers ulty committee
start out with even grade at
Stanford
distribution, but eventually tire started fine-tun
of student complaints (and ing that school’s
reputations for being hard grad grading policies
ers) and succumb to grade after the F-less
inflation.
1992-1993 school
His real unpopularity at year. “We found
Lehigh might be with his fellow people were tak
professors. In an effort to bring' ing classes three
gra'des back down, this year, tim es,”
says
Zirkel offered a cash reward to Mahood. “That’s
the Lehigh professor who would not a good use of
score the highest on an index faculty time or
composed of final-grade distribu student time.”
tion and teacher evaluations. He
These
. had no takers.
days, students
A similar plan met a must drop a class
similar fate at Duke University, by the fourth
Raleigh-Durham, N.C., this past week of each
year.
quarter and can
A new system would add classes only

That was somewhat
through the second week. Re
taken classes are marked with a changed this year, when under
graduates were required to
star on transcripts.
While Mahood hasn’t choose between a letter grade or
noticed any change in grade narrative within the first 15 days
distribution, she says she has of the quarter. Rough stats show
seen a drop in students dropping. that most undergrads prefer the
classes. About 20 students out of
system, with only 24 percent
100 each quarter used to drop her of them choosing a grade. Those
Introduction to Geology class; stats also show how unusual
now it’s more like one-or two, Santa Cruz’s system might seem
to outsiders: Of the students new
she says.,
As for students’ reac to Santa Cruz this year, 29
tion to policy changes, it’s percent chose a grade, and fully
calmed down quite a bit, 58 percent of visiting students
opt for a letter grade, Irwin says.
Mahood says.
A push for the change
The importance of
grades in this ever-more-com- came mostly from students and
petitive world has forced changes faculty in Santa Cruz’s science
at even the most relaxed institu departments, Irwin says. “There
tions. The University of Califor is a disadvantage to not having a
nia at Santa Cruz, a cozy enclave ‘ GPA in the science disciplines,”
of 9,500 nestled in the California especially if students want to go
redwoods, has never in its 32- on to medical school or graduate
year history insisted that instruc school.”
tors give grades.
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Tiger football on a roll
Late game heroics improves record to 4-2
A dam Ledyard
Sports W riter

Quaterback B. Odgers looks over the d efense (Photo Adam Ledyard)

The challenge for the
Olivet Nazarene University Ti
ger football team has already
been accepted. The next step is
commitment. For Tiger foot
ball, this is a big step.
After falling in a hard
fought battle to the University of
Findlay 35-24, coach Conway
knew the team had to step up
their game. Their next obstacle
was Walsh University, the ft 10
team in the nation.
Coach
Conway knew the importance of
this game and asked for the
team’s commitment to win.
The Tigers knew they
could not lose this game if they
wanted to contend for post
season action. However, they
started out slow, falling behind
14-0. With Brad Odgers at the
helm, Olivet trimmed the deficit
to 21-20 at the half.
The second half play of
the special teams was a key for
the Tigers. They took their first
lead of the game on an eleven

Four O livet students participate in the
Chicago marathon
Jennifer Schultz

cago to participate in this 26.2 [of training),” she said.
mile race.
Adam Waid fi nished the
It’s an ideal fall day.
A race that long requires race in three hours and 23 min
You’re pumped and ready to run! preparation. “You have to build utes. Mis training, like the oth
the race of a lifetime. Milling up to it. •You don’t just get up ers, begpn in the summer.
around Chicago’s streets are there and run without training,”
' The marathon was full
20,000 other runners, just as ex said Mund.
of memorable moments. Three
cited as you.
H e trained fo r four of Olivet’s runners noticed a man
You take your posi : months and Finished the race in : who ran the entire race in a cow
tion; the gun goes off, and the : four hours and one minute.
costume.
most memorable race of your
R unning a m arathon
One of Mund’s friends
life begins.
takes dedication. Mercer, who who came to watch the race beThis was the experience finished in four hours and 11 : came very ill afterward. “I just
of four Olivet students who ran minutes, had trained since t h e ! thought it was kind of funny that
ih the tw entieth anniversary beginning of June. “It’s a big-time I was the one running, and he was i
LaSalle Bank’s Chicago Mara j;commitment,” she said. .
the one puking,” he said.
thon on Sunday, October 19,
Newsham reached her
All of the runners said
Juniors Jo y M ercer, goal of finishing in less than four they enjoyed the atmosphere and
MattMund and Adam Wade and hours with a time of three hours excitement of the marathon but
senior Jodi Newsham went to and 59 minutes. She began train- !were unsure if they would do it
Grant Park in downtown Chi ing in August. “I love the grit again.
>o C
’j

Sports Writer

yard rumble by Josh Cimala.
Walsh came right back with a
score of their own.
That’s how the rest of
the game went until O N U had
the ball with just under three
minutes left. The score was tied
at 34 when Brad Odgers once
again took over the offense.
With great blocking by the
offensive line and exceptional
receiver play, they drove thé ball
down to the 25 yard line. 15
seconds remained on the clock.
Olivet had one last play before
they would send in the field goal
unit for what would be the game
winning field goal.
However, Odgers and
the offense had something else in
ipind. HefoundJeffKnightover
the middle, who took it in the
endzone for the game winning
score. Odger’s 25 yard touch
down pass with seven seconds
remaining gave the Tigers a 41-34
win.
The win over the ft 10
nationally ranked team became a
spectacular moment in Tiger

football history. “I think this
signals a change in our season, “
said Conway after the game. “It
should change the momentum of
things.”
It was a phenomenal
game on both sides of the ball.
The offense racked up 556 total
yards, with Hollist Brown rush
ing for 237 of that yardage, The
defense also stepped it up,
keeping Walsh out of the
endzone on three different
occasions.
The next step for this
committed team was a tough St.
Ambrose squad. This game also
came down to the closing
seconds. The score was tied, 3535, with 1:41 left in the game. It
all came down .on the shoulders
of place kicker Chad Martin. He
withstood thé pressure and hit
the decisive field goal to lift the
Tigers to a win and a 4-2 record.
The next challenge for
Olivet arrives this Saturday at
Ward Field. The kickoff against
Trinity International is sched
uled for 1:30.
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The Q uiet K eeper
K rietzer’s a pleasant surprise fo r coach, team

Goalkeeper Matt Kreitzer kicks the ball downfield (Photo Rachel Ewing)
H e a th e r K in zin g er
that I could play and do alright.” Tigers’ abysmal 5-14 1996 cam
_______Sports W riter_______
Kreitzer’s play has paign.
On a team that’s full of proved more than merely ad“I’ve already told Matt
surprises, goalie Matt Kreitzer ' equate. In 15 games as the starter
this year, ‘You’re the biggest
may be one of the biggest. But this season, Kreitzer has faced a
surprise to me,” Coach Cary
his success is just as much of a nearly identical amount of shots
said. “Of all the players on the
surprise to him.
per game-18.5- as goalie Jeremy team, you’re the biggest and
“I was clueless when I Thelen last season, but has given
most pleasant surprise.’”
came into the season,” Kreitzer up only 1.9 goals a game,
The coach can only
said. “I thought I could be compared to last season’s 3.2
point to game experience as a
anywhere from cut from the average. In total, with three
reason for Kreitzer’s perfor
team to starting.”
games remaining on the Tigers’ mance. But the young team’s 9-6
And even when the schedule, Kreitzer has allowed 28
record is a turnaround that the
junior was handed the starting goals, compared to last season’s
coach attributes to experience
role before the first scrimmage, total of 58.
and an overall better attitude.
he still had his doubts and felt he
Kreitzer started three The environment last year,
had to work harder to keep the games last season after an injury
Kreitzer explains, didn’t do
position.
to Thelen and then suffered a much to help team chemistry.
“I was playing at the concussion himself after his
“It’s fun playing soccer
beginning of the year not to lose second start. But Kreitzer’s
again,” he said. “Last year... it
my position,” he said. “I felt like ability to step in and perform
wasn’t fun. It was just something
I was basically getting the this year had his coach wonder
I felt like I was obligated to do.
position because I was the older ing if he should have given the
There was just too much tension
of the keepers. I wanted to prove junior more time during the
on the team; everyone played for

themselves, it seemed like.”
And although the team that way in everything. I don’t
is still struggling in the confer like to ever talk about myself
ence, this year is another story. much.”
“This year, the team
And that’s just Kreitzer’s
attitude is very different, much approach. On the field, Kreitzer
more positive, much more said he likes-to be a little vocal,
supportive,” Cary said, “and but on the whole, the junior isn’t
that’s making the difference.”
into the hoopla.
Other than attitude, the
“I don’t like to get
maturity level of the team has psyched up; I just like to think
also been a factor ensuring the about what I need to do,” he said.
Tigers a .500 season. Last year,
And C ary agrees.
Cary was forced to start 5 Kreitzer just does his job.
freshman and 2 sophomores, and
“Matt’s just kind of
the inexperience hurt the team. composed. He’s not a really
In 11 games decided by one goal flashy, noisy kind of guy.... He’s
, or fewer, the team could manage back there doing his job. And
only three victories.
he’s doing it well.”
Cary is satisfied with his
But the junior keeper
team’s performance this season, does have a few good-luck
and completely happy with charms. Kreitzer wears the same
Kreitzer. In fact, the coach finds socks and dons the same jersey,
it hard to come up with any area depending on his performance.
where Kreitzer needs improve
“My
superstitions
ment.
change depending on how I’m
“Yeah, I’d like him to doing.”
be about six inches taller,” Cary
Chances are, Kreitzer
laughed. “But I don’t think hasn’t had to change a lot this
that’s going to happen.”
season.
In the offseason,
“At the beginning of the
Kreitzer insists, he didn’t do year, I felt insecure on the field. I
anything out of the ordinary. didn’t know whether I belonged
He played some pick-up games or not,” he continued, “I knew I
with his friends and tried to stay could do it once I did it. I don’t
in shape. But then again, have a lot of confidence, but I
Kreitzer doesn’t like to talk too know that I haye the ability to do
much about himself.
it if I just focus for it, and prepare
“I just don’t like to talk and practice.”
about the way I play,” he said. “I
Life, and soccer, it
just like to go out and do it. I’m seems, are full of surprises.

Men's soccer team gears for playoffs
Strong effort builds confidence
B rian R e x ro th
Sports W riter
. Joshua Hodges punched
in two unassisted goals in the first
half of last Saturday's game verses
Bethel college. The winning goal
was provided by Nick Good, his
12th of the year with an assist
by Dan Wood. 4-2 was the final
decision. G oalkeeper M att
Krietzer racked up 19 saves.
A ccording to Coach
Carey, "This was the best men's

performance of the year, our men
turned in a good 90 m inute
game."
This game puts the Ti
gers at a 9-6 record. Wednesday
October 8, the Tiger's faced off
against Purdue Calumet Univer
sity. Tony Cutrone stepped up
and scored two goals in the first
half, with assists by Good and
Wood.
Scoring two goals in the
second half was Wood, with
assists by Cutrone and Good.

“This was the
best men's
peformance
o f the year *
said coach
Cary

,

In goal for the majority
of the game
was Krietzer, who picked up 28
saves. Freshmen Jon Hooyenga
replaced Krietzer and had 3 saves.
Parents weekend was
another good day for Tiger soc
cer. ' Though the weather didn't
cooperate, the squad still
squeeked out a 3-1 victory against
Moody Bible. Goals were scored
by Hodges, Strawser, and Good.
C ary said, "We con
trolled the ball the whole game,

making it tough for moody to
score."
October 15 was, how
ever a dismal day in the life of an
Olivet soccer player as the team
lost a disapointing game to Do
minican University 8-0.
The Tiger's remaining
three games are against North
Central college the twenty fifth,
and against Trinity International
on the tw enty ninth. Both
games are at home.
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Cross Country season winding down
In d ivid u a ls looking to take the n ext step
Jason M cH en ry
Sports W riter
It is that time of year
again, the chill is in the air and
the men’s and women’s cross
country teams are gearing up for
crunch time. As each of the run
ners prepare to gear up for the
big races at the end of the year,
the times start dropping faster
than the temperatures.
Freshman Tony Mason
notes, “ We’re at the point in the
year where every race is more
important than the last, and the
stakes get higher with every step.”
The Tigers got a chance
to play their cards last weekend
at the University of Wisconsin Parkside on the NAIA national
course in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
The outcome is a step in the right
direction for both the men’s and
women’steams.
The men were led to a
26th team place by Jason
McHenry'who, in a field of 400
runners, finished 64th with a time
of 26:55. He was followed by
Chris Wolfe who came in at
28:13. O ther finishers for the
men were Tony Mason in 29:50,
Jon Micheál Kelly in 30:56,
Randy Goodwin in 31:20, Luke
McLean in 31:32, Keith Smith in
31:47, Chancy Whittington in
32:08, and Chris Pluister in 31:56.

Also running indepen
dently in the race were Nate Kérr
and Brian Bough who both ran
thier best times this year at 29:32
and 28:51.
These times are respect
able considering the difficulty
level of the course. The NAIA
national course is the most de
manding course the Tiger’s face
during the year.
Perhaps more than any
other sport, a runner must be
mentally strong. “ What I love
most about it is the battle that'
goes on each time I step on the
course,” admits Goodwin. “ It’s
a man versus nature kind of
thing.”
For some, it is all in self
motivation. Jon Micheál Kelly
claims his strength is just a mat
ter of will power. “ During the
race, I just kept focusing on what
coach told me prior to the race.
Face your pain and draw strength
from it.” Each runner has differ
ent methods to excell but the
Tiger’s are looking to climb up
together.
The men’s team was not
alone in the climb up the ladder
of success. The women’s team
also did well placing 12th as a
team.
The women were paced
by senior captain Jaime Bulthaus

who placed 32nd with a time of
19:11 followed by fellow senior
captain Treasure Shultz in 39th
place with a time of 19:21. The
younger runners responded well
in this race and stepped up their
performance. Kuhles states “ I
thought some of the freshmen
girls ran well and that’s encour
aging.” Freshm en B rittany
Bergstrand and Alison Garcia
along with senior Shannon Bult
provided a solid top 5 finishing
at 19:36, 20:16,and 20:19 respec
tively. Sara Stevenson, Amy Th
ompson and Abigail Forgrave
also finished well.
The women are prepar
ing for their bid at a top 15 finish
in the nation. The road ahead is
challenging for the women’s team
but Coach Ray Kuhles has confi
dence in his team. “This weekend
is a step in the right direction,”
he said.
The progress the Tigers
enjoyed last week has been sup
ported by a good base through
out the year. Prior to the Parkside
Invitatio’nal the cross country
teams made appearances at
Loyola Invitational, which was a
45 team race dominated by some
of the top NCAA division I pro
grams. The Tigers also ran at the
Bradley Invitational in Peoria,
along w ith an o th er trip to

W om en's v o lle yb a ll com in g to a close

Team looking to p u ll even
Janell W aid
Sports W riter
The women’s volleyball
team has pulled their overall
record to 15-18.
This past weekend the
team traveled to Taylor Univer
sity for a tournament. They re
turned with a 2-3 finish.
First they played St.
Xavier and lost 0-3 with scores
of 4-15,11-15 and 6-15.
Olivet started out on
the right foot Saturday, winning
their first two games. Spring
Arbor was the first victim and

they won with scores of 15-5,158 and 15-4.
Then they played Cul
ver Stockton and won with
scores of 16-14, 16-14 and 15-7.
From there they played
the host school Taylor and lost
0-3 with scores of 9-15, 8-15 and
11-15.
The last game of the
tournament was played against
Mt. St. Joseph and they lost 2-3
with scores of 7-15, 7-15, 15-11.
15-4 and 10-15.
On October 7 the team
played IIT, in Chicago and won
3-2. Their scores were 16-4, 15-

12,14-16, 5-15 and 15-5.
This was a conference
game and im proved theii
Chicagoland conference record to
2- 1.

So far this season,
Jeanette Neubauer leads the team
in digs with 69. Natalie Gatlin,
Kylie Redman,and Kim Ciba fol
low with 49, 48, and 46 digs, re
spectively. Leading in kills is
Gina Lorenz, who has 58. Ciba
has 48 kills and Sara Pohl has 41,
The team next travels tc
Palos Heights ,11 on October
24,25 for NCCAA Districts.

Senior Raymond Fefee battles uphill (Photo Jason McHenry)
Kenosha. The squad won thè
home opener at the Kankakee
State Park.
These meets are used as
a base for the end of the season.
While the Tiger’s made respective
showings, each runner knows
that now is the time to take it to
the next level.
The men’s and women’s

cross country teams will take the
home course this weekend for the
O N U Great Midwest Classic.
The meet will take place this Sat
urday at noon at the Kankakee
River State Park. This meet fea
tures some of the finest teams in
the midwest, and of course the
Tigers will be looking to make a
good showing at home.

Tennis team ends with satisfaction
Janell Wald

Sports Writer

;thought everybody...came to

; gether as a team,” said Coomer.

Coach O bie C oom er
had an optimistic evaluation of
ithis year’s women’s tennis team.
They ended their season
5-5 (500), not including any tout1-:
naments or individual records.
The team placed second
in reg io n al co m petition in
Springfield, Illinois, on October
16-17. Angie Lorenz, #4 singles,
won the championship match.
Lorenz and Holly Munson, #3
doubles, came out on top as well.
The pair had a record of
18-4 at the end of the season.
Julie Brookman, singles, had a
final record of 194.
: Coomer said team’s per
formance this year will lead to an
even better season r im year. *1

The team will travel to
Hiltonhead, South Carolina, dur
ing Spring Break for training.
Coom er said that the
graduation of the team’s two se
niors was comparable ro losing
daughters. “I could not have been
prouder for them if they had won
everything,” she said.
Senior Jenny Gingrich
said she enjoyed her season and
that her greatest success was as a
team player, not an individual.
“Even though we were really
young this year, we’ve really im
proved,” she said.
Jamie Schrock said that
this is the most successful the
team has been in 30 yeai s

Lady Tigers h ita streak
Three straight propels women's soccer
Tigers managed to hold on to the
b b —
Él *■ • «? — -M» lead for the remainder of the
game. They topped off the game
with a goal by Erin Leatherman
in the last 8 seconds, assisted by
Drew Adams.
«S*|
Defender Sara Ucherek
remarks, “For the majority of
« ¡p s
the game we lowered our playing
¡M P
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i
standards, playing down to the
■ f t
'/
level of the other team. We need
to come out stronger and play
our game regardless of the
opposition.”
Previous to last night’s
win, the Tigers beat out both
Kendall College (5-1) and Bethel
College (5-3). Both of these
games showed that the team is
iM B B i
improving its passing and scor
ing abilities. In the Bethel game
Freshman Burgandy Reid passes to a teammate (Photo Marion Harrison)
Gabrielle Garrett
,
.
Cindy Jones scored an unassisted
Executive E ditor
UgerS have I H r f,rf ever g'ds came away with a 2-0 goal followed with two by
------------------ .-------------------- winning streak, taking the last shutout. Captain Cindy Jones Burgandy Reid. In the second
Olivet's women’s soc- ■
& ™ s ,as v.ctories (6-8).
took a penalty kick from outside half, Erin Leatherman and
cer is on the rampage. The lady T • I
aSai" st the box for the women’s first Stephanie Decker, both added
P8
7 Tnnlty Christian College the goal late in the second half. The unassisted goals.
h
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Coach Larry Cary com
menting on the Bethel game,
_“This is by far the best
performance that our women
have turned in this year. They
played a great game.”
The win against Bethel
College stemmed from the prior
victory over Kendall College last
Thursday. Cindy Jones kicked
in two goals to spark the Tiger
offense. Drew Adams, Burgandy
Reid, and Erin Leatherman
worked well together to produce
a goal a piece, assisting each other
in the process.
Recalling the game,
Stacy Perna stated, “We are
relying to heavily on individual
players’ intensity levels. We all
need to give 100% for the entire
game.”
The Lady Tigers next
match is on Saturday against
North Central College.

New women's basketball coach takes charge
Team strives fo r “D eligh t in w h at they d o ”
Eric O lso n
Sports Editor
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Coach Dan Voudrie conducts practice (Photo Marion Harrison)
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After taking a year out
of coaching, Dan Voudrie is back
on the Olivet scene. He returns
as a head coach, and is looking
forward to the bigger challenge.
Voudrie is taking over
for Cathy DeFries as O N U ’s
women’s basketball coach this
year. DeFries stepped down this
past summer.
Previously,
Voudrie has coached the junior
varsity team here at Olivet as an
assistant under head coach Ralph
Hodge. He also gained coaching
experience at Bradley Univer
sity, an NCAA division I school.
The year-long break allowed him
to evaluate his own coaching
style, as well as study various
others.
This is Voudrie’s first
head coaching assignment. That
means there áre many adjust
ments to be learned for the
young coach. However, he

seems to be adapting well to the
situation. The biggest difference
he’s noticed is that of watching
only specific drills in practice as
an assistant. Now as head coach,
he is learning to take in the whole
thing. “One specific aspect of a
head coach is that he has to step
back and get the big picture,”
says Voudrie.
He begins the year
feeling refreshed and confident
in his Ladytigers. Voudrie says,
“They are very eager to learn, at
the same time, don’t realize how
hard they can work and are
amazed when they work that
hard.”
The girls aren’t the only
ones working hard. In pre
season conditioning, the team
ran in the mornings at 6:00 a.m.
and were joined by their coach.
Not too many teams can say
that. Says Voudrie, “It did a lot
to build a , player-coach
relationship,(running) gained re
spect with them.”

Junior point guard,
Holly Disch agrees with Voudrie.
She feels that it is a nice change to
see her coach running with the
team, rather than standing around
watching like most coaches.
To bring the team
closer together, Voudrie and the
team meet once a week to discuss
non-basketball issues. “They are
so compassionate about each
other’s feelings and problems,”
he says. The meetings have now
turned into weekly devotionals,
led by the girls.
Coach Voudrie’s goal
for this team is that they have
“delight in what they do.” In
fact, that has become a slogan of
the Ladytigers. He is still going
to be demanding and disciplined,
but wants to have fun in it.
“The biggest thing I
expect is that they are disciplined
and hard working,” says Voudrie.
“O ur aim is perfection, but we
will except progression. We
want to continually get better.”
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You can Hold the Door, But Don't Hold Her Back
F em inism is n o t ju st fo r w om en an ym ore
Feminism: a term that is
sadly misunderstood and spoken
of with negative connotations on
Olivet’s campus. Feminism is
something that both men and
women can benefit from if it’s
original purpose is not strayed
from. Equality is the basic goal
of feminism and I hope I can say
that we all want that. I also am
well aware that there are people
who know me who consider me
some kind of “radical feminist”
and if I can lift a phrase from a
professor of mine, “If I’m the
best thing this place has for a
radical feminist, we’re all in
trouble.”
A woman who declares
herself a feminist has to face
many misconceptions some of
which I would like to try to clear
up. I think that defining a
feminist in terms of what she is
N O T would be most helpful. A
feminist is not a woman who
hates all men. In fact many
women who people consider
“token” feminists are happily,
monogamously married and have
loving relationships with other
males (sons, brothers, fathers,
etc.). A feminist is not a woman
who abandoned her bra in the
1960’s in protest. A feminist does
necessarily watch Ellen. And a
feminist does not always have

Dear Editor,
Like most of you, I’ve
jeen very disturbed byt the
:vents of this past weekend. The
•eports need not be retold
because they have already been
recounted and embellished many
•imes over. Personally, I was
ratraged, Suddenly the parties
nvolved seemed to me almost
mb-human. No punishment
ieemed severe enough. Eagerly, !
opked at what was done,
umped straight onto the labelng bandwagon, and marked
:hem as sinners.
A class discussion soon

short hair nor wear combat
boots.
Also, a quick aside,
contrary to popular belief,
placing the word “women” in
front of another term (rights,
liberation, issues, literature etc.)
does NO T equal lesbianism.
I have asked around
about how other students feel
about the topic of gender
equality and the comments I get
most frequently are those deal
ing with rules. I hear, “Men and
Women are supposed to have the
same in hours but the rules only
apply to women.” Another
favorite seems to be “Guys can
live in apartments but girls
can’t.”
There are several
problems with these complaints
(which admittedly I make as
frequently as the next student).
One of the more frustrating is
that these complaints can and do
get explained away often and
easily.
More importantly
though-I do not think that a few
rules here and there for four
years of our lives are the real
issue.
The attitudes which
surround them, however, are.
Let’s think about this.
What is the reaction when we
hear about a male nurse? How
about a male Family and
Consumer Science student (I

challenged my self-righteous
ness, and I suddenly realized that
WHAT THEY DID DOES
N O T NEGATE THEIR NEED
FOR JESUS. I was ashamed by
my extreme lack of compassion;
: my inability to see others as
Christ does: His children, whom
he loves unconditionally.
Eugene Peterson de
fines the term “sinner” as
meaning that “something is awry
between humans and God”.
Suddenly we don’t seem so
innocent. I know I am not
exempt from this term; This
; term which I often so readily pin
on others. If we’re going to gawk
at their Scarlet Letters, we really
ought to stop hiding ours.

cannot be sure that there even are
any)? Oooh-what about a female
who is not only a religion major
but (brace yourself) wants to be a

C harity W illa rd
Truth H its E verybody
pastor?
What about at the
beginning of the year when we
have a dorm meeting? What do
we highlight? Girls who have
gotten engaged. Please do not
misunderstand me, a girl who
might live two doors down from
me who has made one of the
biggest decisions of her life is
something that I feel happy to
hear about. HOWEVER, what
about girls who spent their
summers abroad, on mission
trips and studying in rigorous
academic settings? I am of the
opinion that they might deserve

1 am in no way trying to
minimize what happened. It was;
horrible, and I wholeheartedly
believe that punishment is neces
sary. But we really ought to take
this time to look deep at
ourselves instead of pointing
fingers.
Olivet is not a utopian
bubble. But why is it that we
exist? Education with a Christian
purpose does not condemn
people who do bad things.
Education with a Christian
purpose instructs, and, more
importantly, loves. It shines
Christ both to those who know
him and to those who need Him.
Humbled,
Brad Atkinson- a fellow traveler

some recognition too. I think I
might speak for more than just
myself when I say that there is
more to life than marriage. I
would even venture to say that
there are some engaged and
married couples who feel the
same way. Attitudes my friends,
attitudes....
In this issue check the
Features section and read “Sur
vey Says.” Ten people were
asked the question “If you could
pick anyone in history to speak
in chapel who would it be and
why?” They all said men with
the exception of a professor.
In a group situation I
was in recently the subject of
intuition and thinking was
brought up. The next three
allusions, all made by women,
were made with the assumptions
that if we were on the subject of
knowledge we must be talking
about men.
Another more personal
example of how we perceive
women is when I was called
“girlie” by a friend of mine. Why
you ask? We had been talking
about seeing a horror movie that
had come out and I was saying
that I really liked it. It also really
scared me and I mentioned that I

had jumped and at one point
screamed aloud. It could not
have been because it was actually
a frightening movie but because I
am a female. Please ignore that
most of the men in the theater
reacted the same way women
did. I guess I am weak...
On a more important
note, it saddens me to hear some
of the terms which have more
serious implications that come
out of the mouths of students
and even more sadly some
professors. When I hear the
word “femiNazi” (coined by our
good friend Rush) I cannot help
but wonder how Jewish people
feel about hearing the word
“Nazi” used in such a tongue-incheek manner. “Hath not a Jew
eyes...?”
I could probably give
enough examples of gender
inequality on this campus to fill
up a couple more pages but I
think I will try to offer a solution
we can all live by. It does not
come in the form of an interest
group, lobbyist or protester but
in the form of a bible verse.
Galatians 3:28 says, “ There is
neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor
free, male nor female, for you are
all one in Christ Jesus.”

Open 10 a.m. to Midnight
365 Days a Year
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W here C h ara cter is Found
Belter Ingrrdifnt«;
Do you appreciate what also am able to discuss the more are examined on a macro-level, it
Better Fteta.
you have? As I sat tonight in my intimate issues in my life. How I is amazing to me that our world
office, sluming though mounds am worried about being unable is such a pessimistic state. Maybe
of papers trying to figure out to get a job after school or what I I am blessed more than most.
P^T**"*/ 7 ifRara,/
what to write and where the ads even want out of life, and how Maybe I just was lucky enough
should go and who still had a
to have friends who are willing
stoiy out at ten p.m., I began to
to get up after two hours of sleep
question whether or not this has
and drive with me to take the
been worth it. Three issues,
paper to press or who listen to
broken scanners, missing pages,
me gripe about how there are so
and a slew of other problems that
many problems on this campus
seem to never end; this is my
L a rg eM " 1 -T o p p tn g P i r n &
that people do not want' to deal
junior year and I never have time
with. O r maybe may of us are
to live. But then there was a
not being to others the type of
B ig 2 0 o z . C o k e f o r
knock at the door.
friend that we want.
In piled a host of my
Many of the letters to
friends bearing food, drinks; and
Gabrielle Garrett
the editor that I have received
enough laughter to carry the
have addressed the issues of what
Executive Editor
evening through. At the time
character at Olivet is to be about.
when I was ready to begin with my spiritual life has endured a
All of them focused a great deal
or C*rrjN»* »0 m m ym m *
the dark clouds, I had a little challenges to my faith during my
on how people examine the
Atilil t Ait». An: Irida* & S iM a*
light.
college years.
outside or the legalism in
W r r * . 0p*„ f* * * « »H L
This time of the semes
I realized that my friends Olivet’s rules about living a
aikI nt noon or Suad**,
ter is one of the most stressful provide a support system that
Christian life. One letter men
and hectic. Yet, all week long, I without I’m sure I would never
tioned the quote from the
.
Spedali mad terge Orde*
look forward to the exciting be able to survive with a healthy
handbook about Olivet being a
events that I know each weekend attitude the pressures brought on
“Christian environment... Where Olivet really working to build
will bring.
by college life. I wonder though not only knowledge but charac that character, or are we getting confidence they provide for me.
If your character is an issue that
I know that with these how much I remember to tell my ter is sought.” Are we reaching
caught up in the nit-picky issues could use some work start with
friends I can complain about friends what they mean to me.
deep enough past the tattoos, the of our lives?
those who are closest to you,
Marriott’s food that always O ur society is such a sponge. We
khakis, and other personality
I hope that all of my they will give you the benefits of
seems to consist of a bowl of all take from the few that give,
choices to looking at what builds friends know without a doubt honesty that is the necessary
cereal, or the toliet paper which and never really return the full
our character? How we treat how important they are to me. I foundation for all of our
is somewhere around the same measure of that which we have
others is the visible manifesta pray that I treat them if the same characters.
grade as course sandpaper. But I been given. When friendships t
tion of our character. Are we at respect and give them the same

i

DearEditor, V“Olivet Nazarene Uni
versity, a denominational uni
versity in the Wesleyan tradiioii, exists to provide a univer¡ity level liberal arts “Education
With a Christian Purpose." O ur
Mission is to provide high
juality academic instruction for
he purpose of personal develop
ment, career and professional
•eadiness, and the preparation of
ndividuals for lives of service to
3od and humanity. “We seek
he strongest scholarship and the
leepest piety, knowing that they
ire.thoroughly compatible and
^Christian environment..where '
lot only knowledge but characer is sought."
■
1. " ■ This mission statement
dearly identifies Olivet as a
university which seeks to help
tudents truly integrate faith and

learning. As such, Oliver is more who consider yourself “holy*
atmosphere would not drink Manuel might shed additions
than just a school; it is a place but also for the people who
once you leave this institution, light on this issue: “We believe
where young people learn to live “drink, smoke crack, and have
orifyou were not surrounded by that personal sin is primarily and
in harmony with God and sexual relations* (GlimmerGlass,
Christian parents and Christian i essentially a violation of the law
others (Olivet Nazarene Univer Vol Lvn Iss 2). “It is not the
people. I pray for those of you of love; and that in relation to
sity Catalog 1996/1998).
healthy who need a doctor, but r who rely on this “Nazarene"
Christ sin m ay . be defined as
I would like to com the sick.” I wonder is those of
atmosphere that the freedom of : unbelief.” (1993-97,28). If we are
ment on some issues that you who are trying to get rid of
: the Holy Spirit would lead you to learn to serve and live in
; surfaced in the last two issues of the “dirties” from this institu . into despair.
harmony with God and others,'
the GiirhmerGlass. One student tion, really want to know the
O livet should be ; we seriously have to be aware of
was concerned with the por history of Christ.
Church but not institution. As ourselves and know that this is
trayal of the Gospel in the
Yes, I totally agree with | the catalog says, “Olivet is more
the time of repentance. John
: policies of ONU. Another you that this “Nazarene” atmo
' than just a school; it is a place Wesley said that we need God’s
student responded by saying that sphere helps some of us get up on
where young people learii to live i:forgiveness (Christ’s atonement)
“maybe we should change our Sunday morning and go to
la harmony with God and : for our holy things. If you w ant
motto to ‘Olivet, education with church :(especially when the
others.” Therefore, no one to get.rid of people on the basis of
a ; secular somewhat Christian service starts at 11.00 am.) But I
should be allowed to tell us w hat= hair length or earrings, perhaps,
purpose.’" Olivet is not building wonder if everyone who is
to do because of his o r her your faith mirrors the faith of
our individual identities, rather dependent on the “Nazarene”
authority. Rather, Olivet should those who crucified Christ. I
ieach student comprises this atmosphere would go to church
b e a place where individuals want to encourage us all'-yo-'
institution. O r instead of that when he or she is by him or
embrace one another. Olivet’s reconsider what it means to !ij« |
we are not the ones forming this herself and not influenced by the
mission is to prepare “individuals for “service to God and human*
institution, but Christ Jesus is. Christian community. Yes, I
for lives of service to God and 1 * 7 * . . .
I . 1 : ; ■
Remember that God should be totally agree with the rules that
humanity.” I do not see where
at the center of Olivet Nazarene >we should not drink alcohol But
Olivet’s mission, statements tell
University, n o t any one person. I wonder if those of you who are
K unitoskiSakai^
us to get rid of “dirties.”
God is not only for those of you
idea? on the “Nazarene” Furthermore, the Nazarene
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Finest
Exclude
Supervisor •
Solemn promise
Wed In secret
Sailing
State strongly
Group of
students
19 Scottish family
20 Void a law
22 Coastline
24 Tilting
26 C ivil war hero
27 Tiny fish
30 Merchants
34 Fruit drink
35 Brave's home
37 Musical
composition
38 Pleat
40 Sailors
42 Law
43 American
Indians
45 Claim s against
property
47 Morning
moisture
48 Remembers
50 Groups of seven
52 Machine pattern
53 Group of steps
54 Conspicuous
feature
58 Medieval soldier
62 Sm all case
63 Unlearned
65 Release
66 Not any
67 Go inside
68 Money in Italy
69 Mast
70 Ascends
71 Son of Seth

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18

1
2
3
4
5
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“ LN.I. T. I.A.L. REACTIONS“ PUZZLE
♦9 S. Walnut Bend
Cordova, TN 38018

By Stuart Levine

PUZZLE# 60
€1997 Initial Reaction

Fhe top line links two familiar celebrity names, real m fictional When written vatically, they fonn the ‘initials” of the
reaction’ names below. Fill-in the 'linked1names to get the initials ofthe 'reaction’ names, or solve for the ‘reaction1name
using the hints gives, and use their initials to spell oot, vertically, the ‘linked1names forthe top line ( Name l and Name 2 ):

(NAME l ) ;iL;;.

LINK:
■AME NAME

:7.. v'..,.

/

( NAME2 ) g |

If you win the big priae, they might deliver your money in person
■REACTION*NAMES

ffiS S H

“JAG” star had bit parts on “Melrose" & “Knot’s Landing1
Played one of the prisoners in Colonel KJink’s “Stalag 13”
’Pot-Smoking1 comedian is now ‘Nash Bridges’ pal
Versatile actor played opposite Renee Risso in “ Tin Cup ‘
R & B Musician was paralyzed in a 1990 accident
Burt’s Ex, and form s “ W K R P “ employee
He ‘Came to America” with Eddie Murphy
Co-starred with his daughter in 1973’s ” Paper Moon“
Sexy star of “Picnic”, ‘‘Vertigo”, and “Moll Flanders”
Jp*«p«a3(

t«H op*“ *’

mottwimeraart»' w io xdki

stttutstn

6

1997 Tribune Mecfta Servicne, Inc.
ANright« r«8«rv»d.

9 Second
transaction
10 Unmarried man
11 Norwegian city
12 Scorch
13 Mentally well
21 Landed
23 Welt
25 Flower parts
27 More secure
28 Venerate
29 Memento
30 Hate
31 Musical ottering
32 Sublease
33 Meat and
vegetable
dishes
DOWN
W ild pig
36 Actor W allach
Root feature
39 More lethal
41 Footwear
Phase
Sewing need
44 Slender
Turns down
46 Twirl
Building adcStion 49 Not as fat
51 Something of
Brag
Cathedral.
little value
53 Revue parts
section

STONE--------------

M um m D W tm

s ' a 6 . JL *L JL £ j 2 s .
JH a X JL JL Nj o j JN
i nu JL 3.
a A x y i _N
i V H
JL ■ X « V ffl

i

54 Barnyard
creatures
55 Above
56 Moon goddess
57 Indian princess

K

59 W ide sm ile
60 Brave man
61 Afternoon
parties
64 Neckline stylo
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COUNTRY SHOCKED AND SADDENED
BY...WHATEVER
By D ave Barry

Did you bring your children we can get a spontaneously griev
ing crowd to gather there. I am
with you?
betting the cameraperson $50
A N C H O R PERSON: If
HUSBAND: We don’t
that we can. Back to you in the
you’re just joining our broadcast,
know.
you can tell from my somber ex
pression and the sad music that
there has been another shocking
celebrity tragedy. We’ll be cov
ering it in our standard Celebrity
Tragedy Format, during which
we look sad and constantly re
mind you how tragic this situa
tion is and repeat the only three
actual pieces of news we have
over and over far into the night.
Also you will be seeing a great
deal of the special logo that our
graphics people have created for
this tragedy, which will appear
on the screen as a tasteful buffer
between our somber coverage
and, for example, the Depends
commercials. But right now, let’s
go to our field reporter to see
how shocked and saddened the
public is.

logo, and one for most uses of many of the people I interview,
the phrase “shocked and sad including, no offense, you. My
dened.”
producer has to hold up a sign
to remind me which specific ce
A N C H O R PERSON:
lebrity you are. And I person
ally have found that existing at
this level of fame is very diffi
cult, which is why I often dis
play this little frown of concern.
Have you found this to be a
problem?
CELEBRITY: Being
famous?
BARBARA WALTERS:
No, my little frown of concern.
I’m thinking of having it fixed.
CELEBRITY: What’s
a “fwown?”
BARBARA WALTERS:
Thank you. We’ll be back in a
little while to talk more about
■my feelings about this terrible
tragedy with the U.S. Supreme
Court and Whoopi Goldberg.
ANCHOR PERSON: We
go now to the bottom of an
abandoned, water-filled mine
shaft, where we understand that
grief-stricken members of the
public have spontaneously gath
ered in response to this tragedy.

‘-'FIE LD REPORTER:
As you can see, members of the
public have spontaneously gath
ered on the street directly in front
of our camera to express their
grief.
(The people wave at the
camera. Several make “rabbit
WIFE: We just knew we
ears” behind each other’s heads.) had to be here. When this celeb
rity died, it was like we lost our
FIELD REPORTER:
best friend.
Here’s a husband and wife who
came a long way to be here. How
HUSBAND: Actually, our
do you feel? Shocked and sad best friend did die yesterday, but
dened?
we skipped his funeral so we
could drive here and show our
HUSBAND: D efi
feelings about this celebrity.
nitely.
WIFE: She was just like
WIFE: We came as soon
us. A person. We felt so close
as we saw the tragic logo on TV.
to her.
We dropped everything and
drove all night with nothing to
FIELD REPORTER:
eat except loose candy corn that
This particular celebrity was
we found under the seat.
a male.
HUSBAND: We drove 700
miles. We only live 450 miles
away, but when we got here we
circled the parking structure for
several hours because we couldn’t
figure out how to get inside be
cause we were so upset about this
tragedy.
FIELD REPORTER;

WIFE: Whatever.
FIELD REPORTER (turn
ing to the camera): So there you
have it. A shocked and saddened
public, grieving openly about this
tragic loss in their lives. We are
now going to move our camera
to the bottom of an abandoned,
water-filled mine shaft, to see if

studio.
A N C H O R PERSON:
We’ll resume our coverage of this
tragedy in a moment, but first
we’ll pause for these headlines.
NEWS READER: In the
noncelebrity news, the Stock
Market has crashed; war has bro
ken out in the Middle East; a vol
cano has erupted in Seattle; mili
tants in the rebellious Russian
province of Brzkszckrzkzistan,
angry over the chronic shortage
of vowels, have launched nuclear
missiles at the United States; and
Vice President A1 Gore has ad
mitted that he robbed four con
venience stores, but he contends
that this was “well within the
current campaign-finance laws.”
On a brighter note, this network
has already been awarded two
prestigious Emmy awards for its
coverage of this ongoing celebrity
tragedy, one for best tragedy

That is certainly a ray of sun
shine in an otherwise gloomy
time. And now we resume our
ongoing coverage of this trag
edy, with the help of Barbara
Walters, who never talks to any
body below the celebrity rank
of Julio Iglesias. She’s going to
try to help us gain a better un
derstanding of what, exactly, it
feels like to be famous at a time
like this.

(In the murky water, we
see the field reporter, wearing
full scuba gear and holding a $50
bill. Behind him is a crowd of
people holding their breath and
. waving. Some are making “rab
bit ears.”)
FIELD REPORTER:
Glub glub glub.
ANCHOR
PER
SON: I believe he’s saying
“shocked and saddened.”

BARBARA WALTERS:
FIELD REORTER: GLUB!
With me to discuss this is an ex
GLUB GLUB GLUB!
tremely well-known celebrity.
ANCHOR
PER
(She turns toward the
SON: My mistake. H e’s
celebrity and displays a
saying “out of air.”
thoughtful frown of con
Dave welcomes your com
cern.)
ments, complaints, news tips
BARBARA WALTERS: and greetings, no matter how
Is it hard to be a celebrity? I am rude! Mail them to: Dave Barry,
isensitive to this, issue because of Miami Herald, 1 Herald Plaza,
course I personally am very fa Miami, Fla. 33132.
mous. I am more famous than
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The Vonnegut Consummate: Showing O ff at Bedtime
I f you could live the last ten years o f your life over again, w ould you eat the same sandwiches?
Bill B row er
A rts W riter
The popular critique of
the latest, and final, Vonnegut
effort is less than favorable. They
say that it is poorly written and
should not have been published
while young new writers are
struggling to get in print. Oh
well. You won’t find the same
mystique in Timequake that you
discover in Slaughterhouse-5, Cat's
Cradle, Breakfast o f Champions, or
The Sirens o f Titan, but no one
should expect to. Vonnegut’s socalled decline is easy to recognize
if you’re one of his addicts. His
later fiction doesn’t titillate like
his counter-cultural, almost cult
status name-builders (i.e. Slaugh
terhouse and Cat's Cradle), but
they’ve been far from boring or
poorly written—and almost al
ways contain an outstanding the
sis poking fun at society,
worldviews, us, and himself. His
brand of freethinking black hu
mor, laced with science fiction,
is unmistakable, and brings just

a smidge of cognitive significance
to two genres that are often defi
cient. Timequake holds true to
these expectations. The
author’s relentless exalta
tion that this is his final
book (again) makes it all
that more intriguing.
The universe has
been expanding since the
beginning of time. In the
year 2001, it gets bored
w ith this m onotonous
grow th and begins to
shrink, making time to go
backwards. Ten years
later, it decides that ex
panding was the way to go,
after all, and reassumes
such. Everyone on earth,
now finding themselves
back in 1991, are forced to
relive the next ten years.
They are unable to do any
thing differently than they
did the first time around, so they
go through the motions exactly
as before, making the same mis
takes, eating the same sand
wiches, dying the same deaths,

etc. Humanity mechanically does
F o r you boring aca
what they’re supposed to do with demic types, Timequake offers
such mindlessness, by the time plenty of occasions to correlate
doctrines such as Hegel’s
anxiety-free determinism,
Nietzsche’s eternal recur
rence, Heidegger’s view
on art, and possibly
Kierkegaard’s moment of
decision—a delusion of
freedom. Increasingly
customary, in Kurt’s later
w orks especially, the
book proposes many al
lusions and literary refer
ences:
H em ingway,
B ertrand
Russell,
T h o rto n
W ilder,
Voltaire, Thoreau, Mary
Shelley, and many more.
He successfully
pokes fun at science, war,
freewill, and the illiterate
television-mesmerized
audience that makes up
2001 roles round again, virtually generation x, an era th at
nobody knows what to do when Vonnegut hints has made books
freewill confronts them. Kilgore and traditional literature obsolete
Trout is still around, though, and by their indifference, and will
he saves the day.
continue to do so through their

technology. Throughout the
book, lines are intentionally
dropped that a television audi
ence wouldn’t appreciate. Rec
ognition on my part I attribute
to dumb luck, since I’m an x’er,
as well.
The book is thoughts
provoking, entertaining, courtly,
and elegant. I laughed out loud
several times, which doesn’t hap
pen that often. If you are a true
Vonnegut fan, I might be doing
a good thing if I suggested you
d o n ’t read Tim equake until
you’ve absorbed the bulk, if not
all, of his other works. This
might allow the final chapter to
sing the way he may or may not
intend it to—to lovingly appreci
ate “the one last thing he wanted
to say to us” before bedtime. Re
gardless, you’ll enjoy it when
ever. I’m sure Kurt would blow
that Pall Mall smoke in my face
with disgust if he heard me make
this suggestion.
The parakeet has flown
away. Smile. It’ll be in Heaven
soon, (if it hasn’t been all along).

Five Movies fo r Next w eekend

A d am R ob in so n
A rts E ditor
Hey, kid, wanna hear
some videos that are PG, but still
great? Right, you’re thinking,
“PG (with a groan), I’d rather
read that Vonnegut book!” But
the videos you read about in this
article are sure to make you say,
“That was... er, weird,” because
that’s what most people' say
when they see them. Another
thing (and then we’re off): each
of these films have received
notable reviews by major critics,
but that doesn’t mean they’ll be
easy to find.
Harold and Maude is a
film about Harold, a young man
obsessed with morbundity, that
is to say, death. He spends his life '
(he’s twenty) staging his demise
in hilarious and surprising ways.
Naturally, this concerns his
mother, who encourages him to
meet some girls. 3e like the rest

of the kids.
enjoy their battle scenes inside
That’s when he meets his the expansiveness of their
babe, his belle, his maid: Maude. roomate’s television set. Hearing
But she’s not like the rest of the Brannagh holler “Once more
girls; she’s a spritely 79-year-old. through the breach!” will prob
I know, that sounds
ably inspire you
trite and dull. I
to persist in your
guess you just have “H ey let's go out
studying, too.
to see it.
tonight."
Cool Hand
Henry V, by “I can't. I've got
Luke, starring
Kenneth Brannagh
Paul Newman, is
a class."
is alright, I guess. I
more than an in
“W ell, call m e
never cared much
teresting movie
som etim e when
for Brannagh’s in
about
prison
you h ave no
terp retatio n of
camps.
A
close
class."
Shakespeare (or
look
suggests
much for sequels).
deeper meanings
It’s too big-budget, and Mel about western thought and the
Gibson makes a better Hamlet. role of heroes in contemporary
But Henry V is remarkable society. The film has been seen as
precisely because of its hugeness, an interpretation of the life of
The play/hlm begins requesting Christ, and is particularly revolu
the viewer to pretend the stage is tionary when watched this way.
a battlefield, which is all the Not only that, but Paul Newman
theatre-goer can do. Not the eats fifty hard-boiled eggs—in an
video renter though. They can hour. He gets beat down so

badly he can’t stand up, pointlessly digs and fills numerous sixfeet deep holes, spends weeks in a
two-foot tin shed, and escapes
twice, just to pass the time.
Back to School excels on the
strengths
of
R odney
Dangerfield’s wit. He plays an
ignorant, bombastic millionaire
who enrolls in college to help out
his goofy son- That’s the only
plot this movie needs to
succeed,because of Dangerfield’s
one-liners. “[I] look at a menu
and say, ‘That sounds good,’”
and here’s one for Olivet’s dating
impaired: “Hey let’s go out
tonight.” “I can’t, I’ve got a
class.” “Well, call me sometime
when you have no class.” Also,
Kurt Vonnegut even makes a
cameo in this flick.
There’s another George
Lucas movie, you know, besides
Star Wars that you should see if
you’re wide awake., Otherwise

you’re sure to doze in THX1138. But if you do manage to
keep your eyes open, you’ll see
stunning visual effects. Lucas
creates an utterly blank and
sterile effect for this dark,
futuristic film. Robert Duvall
seems like a strange lead, but he
m llsj^off^erfectl^
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Thousands o f women and men
gather to praise
M onica B en n ett
A rts W riter

Thousands of people
gathered in Indianapolis on Oc
tober 9-11, 1997 for “singing,
laughing, praying, reminiscing,
refocusing, and praising”. Di
rected by Bill and Gloria Gaither,
Praise Gathering is an annual
highlight of spiritual enrichment
for m any people, including
Olivet’s Orpheus G hoir mem
bers. For over a decade, Orpheus
has played an active part in the
event: in addition to performing
individually in special afternoon
concerts, the choir sings in morn-,
ing worship services as part of a
massed choir which also includes
chorales from Anderson Univer
sity, Taylor University, and In
diana Wesleyan University.
Morning worship ser
vices and afternoon concerts are
only part of Praise Gathering.
There are also directed prayer
services, several different daytime

sem inars to choose among however, is deeper than the ex
(thirty-six this year), a wide ar citement of seeing some favorite
ray of booths offering music by Christian “celebrities”. Remarks
Christian artists or other edify David Courtright, a first-time
ing or informational material, attender of the event, “It was re
and many Orpheus members’ fa ally neat to see all those people
vorite: the evening concerts. coming together, not getting paid
Some of the highlights among the that much, just to praise the Lord
many Christian artists this year and being able to participate in
were Avalon, the Barrett Sisters, that was especially great!”
pianist Anthony Burger, the Ca
Olivia Bennett, who has
thedrals an old Praise Gathering visited Praise Gathering three
favorite, the Gaither Vocal Band, times, thinks that “the best part
Geraldine & Ricky - a ventrilo about Praise Gathering is seeing
quist/dummy team, folk artist so many people gathered from all
'Buddy Greene, The Katinas, different denominations and see
Mark Lowry, The Martins, and ing all different kinds of artists:
Phillips, Craig & Dean.
singers, speakers, instrumental
Orpheus also especially ists, and even dancers - some
enjoys the morning worship ser things we don’t see very much in
vices, when they heard speakers the Nazarene church.”
like Tony Campolo, Bill Hybels,
Melinda Wolf’s favorite
Olivet’s Les and Leslie Parrott, part of her second Praise Gather
Wintley Phipps (also a singer in ing was the end: “All the singers
the evening concerts), and David got up on stage and started sing
Payne, who read selections of ing songs. It made me think of
C.S. Lewis. Orpheus members’ what heaven will be like with
enjoyment of Praise Gathering, everyone worshipping together.”

Chicago band, seeds, to perform
benefit concert
: Katie Lewis
/A r ts W riter

to g eth er w ith th e ir strong
committment to the Lord. ,; n
A coffeehouse is the
, Seeds, a Christian al perfect environment for enjoy
ternative band from Chicago, ing Seeds. In fact, cafes ant
will perform a benefit concert churches around the country are
arOHv«. Theshow issched- where Seeds pnm
aniy appear,
primarily
appear
uled to benefit Kankakee’s Liv- They’ve got a sound that people
ing A lterna
young and ok
tives C risis
alike will enjoy.
P r e g n a n c y I f you're a little hesitant - Seeds’ first
Center.
to spend
CD, which was
^ Seeds are
your money on a hand released a few
the latest addi
days ago, can be
you've never heard
tion to the
before, you're in luck. found in area
growing num
Christian book
ber of Chrisstores. But i f
tian musicians. They are a five- you’re a little hesitant to spend
member band that get their mu- ; your-money on a band you’ve
acal inspiration from Phil never heard before, you’re iti
Keaggy and Christian rockpio- luck. This hot new band plans
neer L arry No rm an. T hey to plant a new “seed” on SaturproiectasoundlikejarsofClay day, November 1, when they
or Caedmon sGdi. Seeds com- come to play Chalfant Hall*
nne their vocals with many dif- The conceit will start at 7:30,
erent instruments, including and tickets only cost $3.50 with
juitar, bass, flute and a variety your student I.D. All proceeds
of percussion in stru m en ts,, are going to benefit the

Trying to find where you
f \ t in life?
College doesn’t
mean you have to
“sit and wait” to
fulfill God’s plan
for your life.
Kankakee First Church o f the
Nazarene has ministry
opportunities open now
for those will to serve
with children...teens...or
the Sanctuary Choir.
Experience the excellence
o f service

IW I

Kankakee First Church of the Nazarene
1000 N. Entrance Ave.
933-1000
“Committed to reaching and preparing people
to experience the excellence of Christ. ”

